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DESCRIPTION 

 Cleaning paste caustic based, for cleaning and conditioning of frames and meshes of the screens. 
 
APLICATIONS 

 • Printing screen mesh 
 
PROPERTIES 

 • Great cleaning power. 
• Degreaser, the screens get ready to coat. 

 
SPECIFICATIONS 

 Color 
Physical Form 
Corrosive 

Beige 
Paste 
Yes 

 
STORAGE 

 Do not expose to temperatures below 5ºC or up to 40ºC. Expiration 24 moths for closed package and 
under correct temperature conditions. 

 
PACKAGING 

 Box 12 Kg (12 x 1Kg.)  / Box 20 Kg (4 x 5 Kg.)   
 

 
HOW TO USE 
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To clean and condition new and used meshes: rub with a brush of both sides of mesh. Leave settle for a 
moment and wash thoroughly with abundant water. The mesh will be ready to be coated.  
 
To condition and prepare metal frames for perfect mesh adhesion. Rub with a brush the frame until dirt 
disappears. Leave the product work and wash thoroughly with abundant water. 
 
To eliminate ink or emulsion leftovers and ghost image after emulsion elimination. Combine KAUSTIMASK 
S with DISOLIX GEL at 1:1 over the screen and rub with a brush both sides of mesh, and let it act 
depending on the intensity of the residue to remove. 
 
 

 


